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Would you benefit from higher magnification? Are your loupes heavy and old fashioned?
Evident have an exceptional upgrade offer available to ALL loupes wearers regardless of the make they currently use: upgrade to ExamVision loupes and light and not only could you be wearing the latest lightweight titanium wrap around sports frames, you will receive a 15% discount, or a 10% discount with interest-free credit.
ExamVision loupes provide up to 5× magnification, maximum sharpness and true colour transmission in an award winning lightweight titanium frame.
Evident strives to pay attention to the smallest detail, from measuring you correctly, to understanding your needs, ensuring your bespoke ExamVision loupes meet and exceed your expectations. This unbeatable offer is available until 30 September 2011, so don't struggle on using your worn out loupes. Reader response number 58
UPGRADE YOUR LOUPES
GC Europe, a leader in dental materials technology, is pleased to announce the launch of two superior flowable materials: G-aenial Universal Flo and G-aenial Flo, to give patients the best aesthetic, functional and durable restorations.
Both flowable materials benefit from a composition that features a unique filler technology. Unlike other flowable composites the GC materials have a higher filler load and a homogeneous dispersion of fillers. The resulting improved strength and wear resistance are two key features of these flowable materials, opening up the potential for a broader use than standard flowables.
G-aenial Universal Flo is radiopaque and features a high viscosity, making it ideal for placement in class I-V restorations. Essentially, it looks like a flowable but behaves like a restorative.
Its indications are for direct restorations, minimum intervention cavities and fissure sealing. With a physical performance of a regular composite, this material is highly thixotropic and stays neatly in place holding its shape for ease of use. You will find it to be virtually self-polishing with superb invisible aesthetics.
These restoratives are dispensed through an ergonomically designed syringe that enables smooth delivery of the material, with a tapered tip that means no paste can stick to it. The syringe size provides a comfortable hold and the arched shape of the flange fits the hand ergonomically. The design also prevents material waste because minimal residual paste remains in the syringe after use. Reader response number 57
